HDSSTE-P
HEAVY DUTY SKID STEER
TRIP EDGE POLY

THE ARCTIC EDGE
FOR SKID STEERS.

The Arctic HDSSTE-P
combines the plowing power
of Arctic with the mobility
of a skid steer. Featuring a
universal mounting plate,
a mounted crossover valve
and mounting steps, the
Arctic HDSSTE-P quickly
and easily locks into the
standard adapter plate
to add all the benefits of the
Arctic Heavy Duty Trip Edge –
Poly plow to your skid steer.

6 LASER-CUT, STEEL
REINFORCING RIBS
back our frictionless poly moldboard
with the strength of steel
3/8” POLYETHYLENE MOLDBOARD
throws snow further and faster resulting
in less resistance and vehicle wear, and
improved fuel economy

HOT-DIPPED GALVANIZED
STEEL FRAME
provides added resistance
to abrasion, water and rust,
making our plows virtually
maintenance free

ADDITIONAL HORIZONTAL
REINFORCEMENT
from 3 steel support structures that
run the width of the moldboard

4 ADJUSTABLE
COMPRESSION
SPRINGS
to compensate
for roughness
of plowing
terrain

6” DEFLECTOR
keeps snow down
on the blade and
away from the
driver’s windshield

LASER-CUT
HOLES
for optional
bolt on
wing kits

SOLID FRAME
allows for a rigid connection
to the skid steer unit and the
ability to apply down pressure

UNIQUE GREASABLE
CENTER HINGE
that provides so much
stability it eliminates the
need for a quadrant

UNIVERSAL MOUNT ADAPTER
attaches quickly and easily to the
standard adapter plate of a skid steer

1/2” X 6” HARDENED, HIGH
CARBON STEEL CUTTING EDGE
with top hole bolt pattern
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HDSSTE-P
HEAVY DUTY SKID STEER
TRIP EDGE POLY

WHY CHOOSE POLY?

Arctic’s high density polyethylene
moldboards combine the durable, slick
characteristics of poly with advanced blade
design mechanics to throw more of even
the stickiest, wettest snow further and
faster. This not only results in more snow
being moved more quickly, it also minimizes
forward resistance – meaning decreased
wear on power trains and increased fuel
economy. Contact your Arctic dealer
to learn more about the high-tech,
low-maintenance benefits of poly.

UNIVERSAL MOUNT ADAPTER
The universal mounting plate works for almost all makes of skid steer
machines. The rigid A-frame gives superior strength, and the hydraulic
crossover valve protects the cylinders and vehicle’s hydraulic system.

LOADER MOUNT AVAILABLE

ARCTIC HDSSTE-P SPECIFICATIONS
Plow Name

HDSSTE90-P

HDSSTE96-P

HDSSTE108-P

Length

90”

96”

108”

Moldboard Height

29”

29”

29”

3/8” Poly

3/8” Poly

3/8” Poly

78”

83”

94”

631 lbs

674 lbs

725 lbs

Detachable

Detachable

Detachable

Material
Plowing Width
(Full Angle)
Complete Weight
Mounting Type

OPTIONAL WING
EXTENSIONS
Bolt on brackets with easily
removable pins allow for
quick installation and
removal. Move up to 3
times the normal volume
of snow, by turning your
blade into a push plow.

Arctic Equipment
Manufacturing Corporation
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TOUGHER
THAN A
CANADIAN
WINTER

Toll Free 888 413 0019
www.arcticsnowplows.com

222-134

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: Vehicles intended to be equipped with Arctic equipment must comply with the vehicle manufacturers’ specifications for equipment
application. Please consult your vehicle dealer before purchase and installation. The purchaser assumes all vehicle risk associated with the attachment and
operation of Arctic equipment. Arctic reserves the right to change specifications without prior notification.

